The PUNCH iCNG is powered by a 1.2L engine that offers incredible performance. The advanced iCNG technology delivers a perfect combination of power and fuel efficiency that is bound to leave you gasping for more.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF PUNCH iCNG PERFORMANCE ARE:
- Superior Power of 73.5 PS
- Torque of 103 Nm
- Easy City Maneuverability
- Effortless Drive in all Terrain
OMG! it's INTELLIGENT!
Intelligent technology that makes driving so seamless that it'll make you say OMG! it's CNG!

SINGLE ADVANCED ECU
For effortless shifting between CNG and petrol mode, while maintaining higher fuel efficiency.

AUTO-SWITCH BETWEEN FUELS
Switch in petrol mode automatically in case of low CNG or vice versa.

MODULAR FUEL FILTER
If necessary, cartridge changes instead of entire filter replacements, which makes your PUNCH environment-friendly.

FASTER REFUELING
A special nozzle makes sure that refueling is done quickly and safely.

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY
Embraces a responsible way of driving and lets the world be a greener, cleaner place.

DIRECT START IN CNG
Quiet starting makes morning start your vehicle directly in the CNG mode.

OMG! it's SAFE!
The safety features like Micro Switch, Advanced Materials, Thermal Incident Protectors, and Leak Detection along with the iconic ABS in the entire platform that's built in, make it ultra-secure. The PUNCH offers vehicle safety features such as ABS with EBD and Corner Stability Control as standard. Thus, making you go OMG! it's CNG!

THE KEY SAFETY FEATURES OF CNG ARE

LEAK DETECTION
The CNG technology immediately detects a gas leak and switches from CNG to petrol mode.

ADVANCE MATERIALS IN CNG KIT TO PREVENT LEAKAGE
The CNG kit has been tested across the board to prevent any gas leaks.

FIRE PROTECTION DEVICE
Smartly positioned the extinguisher placed under the driver's seat makes sure your safety is accessible and easy to reach.

THERMAL INCIDENT PROTECTION
The CNG technology immediately cuts off CNG supply to the engine in case of thermal incident and releases gas from the cylinder directly into the atmosphere through a special nozzle as a measure of safety.

IN ADDITION, THE PUNCH CNG OFFERS:
- 2 airbags | ABS with EBD with Brake Sway Control
SOME OF THE PREMIUM FEATURES OFFERED ARE:

17.78 CM TOUCHSCREEN INFOTAINMENT BY HARMAN™
Enjoy the pleasure of seamless entertainment on the go.

FRONT ARMREST
Designed with a generous precision, the front armrest ensures optimal support and relaxation.

VOICE-ASSISTED ELECTRIC SUNROOF
Experience a world of spacious, light and style when you step into the world of the new PUNCH CRX with a voice-assisted sunroof. With just a simple voice command, take control of the sunroof to enjoy the fresh air and sunshine without taking your eyes off the road.

4 SPEAKER SURROUND SYSTEM
CENTER USB
STEERING MOUNTED CONTROLS
ROOF RAILS & SHARK FIN ANTENNA
SIGNATURE LED GILLS
RX6 DIAMOND CUT ALLOYS
AUTO HEADLAMPS
AUTO RAIN SENSING WIPERS

THE PUNCH CRX boasts top-of-the-line features that will make your ride comfortable and luxurious. The features in the PUNCH CRX are so impressive that you will go OMG it’s CRX!